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APCOA PARKING Group is Europe’s leading parking operator with 50 years of industry 
expertise. With its 5,500 employees, the company manages approximately 1.5 million 
individual parking spaces at over 9,500 locations in 13 European countries. These include 
parking spaces at 1,800 city and shopping center locations, 400 hotels, 150 hospitals and 58 
European airports. With its consistent “asset light” business model, APCOA is the trusted 
partner who maximizes value for private and public real estate owners. 

Via its open digital platform APCOA FLOW, the company connects on-street and off-street car 
parks with clients, partners, customers and their vehicles. Based on this technology, APCOA 
is transforming its car parks into mobility hubs, offering innovative services that enable a more 
convenient mobility experience. The environment also benefits: with its digital services and 
intelligent Traffic Management System, the company actively contributes to the reduction of 
emissions in cities by decreasing the volume of traffic searching for parking. By connecting 
parking and mobility, APCOA is positioned to become an integral part of the Smart City. 
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DRIVING BUSINESS CHANGE 

APCOA appointed a new CIO to support them through this period of unprecedented change 
leading them to the realisation of their digital vision.  Chris Hewertson, a stalwart of the IDG 
CIO 100 was hired and brought with him many years’ experience in enabling significant 
business model digitisation, transformation and improvement.  Chris recognised some of the 
future challenges facing APCOA and set about driving the business towards its’ digital future. 

This led to a number of initiatives to make changes to the business.  These included – 

• Recognising the similarities and differences in the countries that APCOA operates in 

• Exploiting technological synergies across countries where it makes sense 

• Making key bets on new technologies that have the potential to improve or simplify 
how APCOA operates 

• Validating that each country has the right technologies at the right cost 

As part of these activities, APCOA sought a partner organisation that could support them with 
the technology aspects of due diligence.  That partner organisation was chosen to be Glue 
Reply. 

PROCUREMENT & ACQUISITION SUPPORT 

As part of realising APCOA’s strategy, APCOA engaged Glue Reply in four key due diligence 
activities.  These comprise of the evaluation of the following –  

- Two organisations and their well-established digital technology capabilities 

- Two start-ups with potentially highly disruptive technologies that might significantly affect 
the industry 

To fulfil this, Glue Reply used it’s well proven Audit & Assessment methodology that has been 
developed over the last 15 years and used to support over 30 organisations.  The 
assessments were tailored to the needs of APCOA.  This assessment approach has the 
following key characteristics -  

• Using a multi-phase, iterative methodology to drive the assessment activities, this 
includes  

o Mobilisation – setting the engagement up for success through having clear 
objectives for the diligence activities and understanding the priorities for the 
activities 
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o Discovery – following modern best-practice discovery techniques to uncover all 
the salient detail 

o Analysis – utilising the discovery outputs to analyse the information captured 

o Definition – the definition of findings and building of associated 
recommendations to address the findings 

o Confirmation – the presentation and dissemination of the assessment, ensuring 
that all important stakeholders are fully briefed and are able to ask any specific 
questions 

• Splitting the lifecycles of the subject of the assessment into streams so that everything 
from strategic planning and architecture through to operational management are 
encompassed in the assessment.  This ensures completeness of investigation.  Where 
required, deep-dive activities such as code reviews were undertaken to support the 
evaluation as well as competencies and capabilities within the organisations etc. 

• Using reference points for good practice relevant to the assessment including industry 
good practice, frameworks and methodologies etc. These again cover strategic 
perspectives such as the overall delivery methodology through to the choice of design 
patterns 

• Producing a consumable self-standing assessment document structured in a coherent 
manner to provide all the information required on the assessment. 

 

OUTCOMES 

Ultimately the assessments Glue Reply provided gave significant insight and colour to the 
opportunities being presented to APCOA.  This enabled APCOA to understand –  

• Whether there was a macro-level fit to their objectives 

• The investments they would need to make in the technology and capability 

• How the technology or organisation might be aligned and brought into APCOA 

• The potential value of the opportunity to APCOA 

Through the due diligence support Glue Reply provided, APCOA were able to make an 
informed decision on each of the four organisations in question and their holistic technology 
capability.  
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WHY GLUE REPLY? 

“Making rapid, but informed decisions at the start of a digital programme is key to creating 
momentum and confidence in the overall programme. 

Having used Glue Reply in a previous role I felt confident that they were an organisation I 
could partner with to help support the strategic decisions we were making with our best 
interests at heart.   

Glue Reply drew out the necessary insights we needed and worked with us in a flexible and 
collaborative manner throughout.” 

- Chris Hewertson, CIO, APCOA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GLUE REPLY 

Glue Reply is the Reply Group Company specialising in IT architecture, integration and data solutions that drive business value. 
Pragmatic in its approach, Glue Reply provides independent advice on the technology solutions that achieve clients’ business 
objectives. Glue Reply’s core proposition is to help organisations maximise the value from their business change and 
technology investments by helping them define, design, implement and resource best practice. Glue Reply works with many 
companies as a trusted advisor as well as being known for getting stuck into the nuts and bolts of any technical challenge to 
ensure the desired outcome. Glue Reply’s solutions drive operational excellence whilst preparing clients for digital 
transformation, cost reduction and data exploitation. For more information please contact us at glue@reply.com or call us on 
+44 (0) 20 7730 6000 


